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Description

Field

[0001] The present invention generally relates to opti-
cal fiber cable construction and furcation module con-
struction.

Background

[0002] Optical fiber cables are typically composed of
a variety of linear elements which are terminated and
constrained linearly with respect to each other. These
elements may include the optical fiber itself, tubular
sheathing materials, linear strength members, and outer
layers for sealing the other elements from environmental
damage from rain or other moisture. Each of these ele-
ments may have different thermal coefficients of expan-
sion. At temperatures near the ambient temperature
present when the cable is assembled and terminated,
the differences in thermal expansion of the various ele-
ments is not significant enough to cause any , attenuation
or insertion loss to optical signals being transmitted by
the cable.
[0003] However, as these cables are exposed to tem-
peratures more extreme with respect to the ambient tem-
perature at the time of assembly and termination, the
differing thermal expansion coefficients may become
more significant. Optical fiber cables may be exposed to
operating temperatures up to one hundred degrees Fahr-
enheit removed from the ambient temperature of assem-
bly and termination. At these temperatures, the differing
degrees of elongation or contraction among the elements
of the cable may damage the fiber or may cause unac-
ceptable amounts of attenuation or insertion loss of sig-
nals being transmitted over the cable. Improvements to
known optical fiber cables to address temperature-in-
duced stresses are desirable.
[0004] DE 199 40432 is considered to be the closest
prior art, and discusses an optical fiber cable assembly
according to the preamble of claim 1.

Summary

[0005] The present invention further relates to an op-
tical fiber cable assembly comprising an optical fiber sl-
idably enclosed within a hollow tubing, both the fiber and
the tubing having corresponding first and second ends.
The second ends of the fiber and the tubing are con-
strained with respect to each other. The first end of the
fiber constrained beyond where the first end of the tubing
is constrained. The cable is assembled at a first temper-
ature and at a second lower temperature the tubing
shrinks in length relative to the fiber and any excess fiber
length accumulates beyond the first end of the tube. This
is the assembly seen in claim 1.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0006] The accompanying drawings of Figs. 9-18,
which are incorporated in and constitute a part of the
specification, illustrate several aspects of the present in-
vention and together with the description, serve to explain
the principles of the invention. Figs. 1-8 represent rele-
vant supporting into which is not claimed. A brief descrip-
tion of the drawings is as follows:

FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional view of a prior art optical
fiber cable segment.
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of the prior art optical
fiber cable segment of FIG. 1 at a reduced ambient
temperature where the ends of the fiber and the cable
jacket are not constrained with respect to each other.
FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view of the prior art optical
fiber cable segment of FIG. 1 at a reduced temper-
ature where the ends of the fiber and the cable jacket
are constrained with respect to each other.
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of an optical fiber cable
including a loop housing.
FIG. 5 is a top view of the optical fiber cable of FIG.
4 with the top removed from the loop housing.
FIG. 5A is a top view of an example not being part
of the claimed invention of an optical fiber cable in-
cluding a coupler within a loop housing with the top
removed from the housing.
FIG. 6 is a perspective view of an optical fiber cable
and splitter.
FIG. 7 is a perspective view of an example not being
part of the claimed invention of an optical fiber cable
including a loop housing and splitter mounted within
the loop housing, with the fiber and splitter within the
housing shown in hidden lines.
FIG. 8 is a side view with partial cross-section of an
alternative example of an optical fiber cable including
an intermediate portion of tubing to receive excess
fiber length.
FIG. 9 is a front perspective view of an optical fiber
module in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 10 is a top view of the optical fiber module of
FIG. 9.
FIG. 11 is a front view of the optical fiber module of
FIG. 9.
FIG. 12 is a top view of the optical fiber module of
FIG. 9, with the top of the module removed to permit
visibility of the interior of the module.
FIG. 13 is a top view of a generalized layout of the
optical fibers within the module of FIG. 9.
FIG. 14 is a rear perspective view one of the optical
fiber up-jacket mounting blocks from the front of the
module of FIG. 9, with a single up-jacket tubing as-
sembly mounted within one of the mounting open-
ings for sheathing one of the plurality of fibers ex-
tending from splitter.
FIG. 15 is a side view of the optical fiber up-jacket
tubing assembly from FIG. 13.
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FIG. 16 is an exploded view of the optical fiber up-
jaclcet tubing assembly of FIG. 15.
FIG. 17 is a side view of an optical fiber up-jacket
assembly for sheathing the single input fiber to the
splitter.
FIG. 18 is a rear exploded perspective view of the
single input fiber extending through the front of the
module of FIG. 9.

Detailed Description

[0007] Reference will now be made in detail to the ex-
emplary aspects of the present invention that are illus-
trated in the accompanying drawings. Wherever possi-
ble, the same reference numbers will be used throughout
the drawings to refer to the same or like parts.
[0008] Optical fiber cables may be installed within tel-
ecommunications networks and exposed to the extremes
of outside air temperatures. These optical fiber cables
are made of a variety of materials, including but not lim-
ited to the optical fiber itself, jacketing and cladding, and
strength members. Each of these constituent materials
may have a different thermal coefficient of expansion,
meaning that the materials will expand or contract at dif-
ferent rates due to temperature changes. The prior art
optical fiber cables in FIGS. 1 to 3 show the effect of
reduced temperature on an optical fiber cable 10 includ-
ing an outer jacket 12 and an optical fiber 14. Fiber 14 is
slidably held within a hollow opening 16 defined by jacket
12. Jacket 12 includes a first end 18 and an opposing
second end 20 and fiber 14 includes corresponding first
and second ends 22 and 24.
[0009] In FIG. 1, cable 10 is exposed to a first temper-
ature such that the ends of fiber 14 and jacket 12 are
aligned with each other. If fiber 14 and jacket 12 were
originally the same length at the time of their assembly,
this indicates that the first temperature is approximately
equal to the ambient temperature at which cable 10 was
assembled. Cable 10 may be an optical fiber drop cable
where fiber 14 is freely slidable within opening 16 of jacket
14. The first ends 18 and 22 and the second ends 20 and
24 are not fixed or constrained with respect to each in
cable 10.
[0010] In FIG, 2, cable 10 has now been exposed to a
second temperature below the first temperature. Fiber
14 has a thermal coefficient of expansion which is rela-
tively smaller than a thermal coefficient of expansion of
jacket 12. At the second temperature, jacket 12 has con-
tracted much more than fiber 14. Ends 22 and 24 of fiber
14 extend beyond ends 18 and 20, respectively, of jacket
12. Ends 22 and 24 of fiber 14 are unconstrained at ends
18 and 20, respectively, and are free to move beyond
ends 18 and 20, as shown. Ends 22 and 24 extend be-
yond ends 18 and 20 to define an excess length 15 of
fiber 14.
[0011] Alternatively, one of the first or second ends of
fiber 14 and jacket 12 might be constrained with respect
to each other provided the opposite ends are uncon-

strained and fiber 14 is freely movable within opening 16
of jacket 12.
[0012] In FIG. 3, cable 10 is now terminated at each
of the first and second ends with an optical fiber connector
26. Such optical fiber connectors are well known in the
art. To terminate cable 10 at connector 26, jacket 12 and
fiber 14 are constrained with respect to each other. While
optical fiber connector 26 may provide some degree of
movement in compression of fiber 14, connector 26 does
not permit fiber 14 to extend beyond connector 26. As
shown in FIG. 3, cable 10 is exposed to the second, lower
temperature and jacket 12 has contracted to the same
extent shown in FIG. 2. In FIG. 3, however, ends 22 and
24 of fiber 14 are now constrained at ends 18 and 20 of
jacket 12 by connectors 26. Thus, the contraction of jack-
et 12 compresses fiber 14 into the same length as jacket
12. Known materials suitable for making optical fiber 12
are essentially incompressible. Excess length 15 of fiber
14 is forced to fit within a shorter length of jacket 12 and
is forced into a series of microbends 28 within opening
16. These microbends 28 may cause excess signal loss
within cable 10. While cable 10 is shown as a single fiber
cable and connectors 26 are described as fiber connec-
tors, it is anticipated that a cable including multiple optical
fibers could be substituted for cable 10 and a cable brea-
kout at the end of such a multifiber cable could be sub-
stituted for connector 26 within the present invention.
[0013] Referring now to FIGS. 4 and 5, a cable 30,
shown by way of example, includes a first jacket segment
32, a second jacket segment 34, fiber 14 and connectors
26 at each end. As discussed above, both fiber 14 and
jackets segments 32 and 34 are constrained with respect
to each other at connectors 26. Mounted between jacket
segments 32 and 34 is a fiber receiving device 36. As
shown, the fiber receiving device is a fiber loop box 36.
Fiber 14 extends from a first connector 26 through jacket
segment 32 into box 36, forms a loop 38 and then extends
through jacket segment 34 to a second connector 26.
[0014] When cable 30 is exposed to a range of tem-
peratures and jacket segments 32 and 34 extend and
contract in response, any excess length of fiber 14 is
gathered within box 36. Loop 38 of fiber 14 is sized to fit
within box 36 offset from the inner surfaces 40. This will
allow loop 38 to grow in size without being limited by inner
surfaces 40 as excess length 15 is incorporated within
loop 38. Box 36 should be sized to permit the formation
of a loop that is greater in diameter than the minimum
bend radius of fiber 14.
[0015] FIG. 5A shows an optical fiber cable 80 similar
to cable 30, with the addition of an optical device 84 such
as a coupler mounted within box 36. Fiber 14 extends
through first cable segment 32 from connector 26 into
box 36 forming a loop 38 to receive excess fiber length
and is constrained at optical device 84. Within device 84,
a portion of the signal transmitted by fiber 14 is tapped
or split into a second fiber such as a fiber 82. An extension
15 of fiber 14 is constrained at device 84 and extends
out of box 35 through second jacket segment 34 to con-
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nector 26. Fiber 82 extends from device 84 out of box
36. Both fibers 15 and 82 form loops 38 within box 36 to
receive excess fiber length within box 36.
[0016] FIG. 6 shows an alternative example which is
not claimed of an optical fiber cable 46. Cable 46 includes
fiber segments 32 and 34 and fiber loop box 36. Optical
fiber 14 (shown within box 36 in hidden lines) within cable
46 is a single strand of fiber carrying a plurality of optical
signals simultaneously. Segment 32 and fiber 14 within
segment 32 are constrained at one end at connector 26.
At a second end of segment 34 of cable 46, a splitter 42
is included. Fiber 14 and jacket segment 34 are con-
strained with respect to each other at one end of splitter
42. Within box 36, fiber 14 forms a loop 38 to receive any
excess fiber that might be formed when jacket segments
32 and/or 34 contract more than fiber 14. At an opposite
end of splitter 42 are a plurality of optical fibers 44. Each
of these fibers 44 may carry one of the plurality of optical
signals from fiber 33 which has been separated from the
other optical signals by splitter 42. As shown, eight optical
fibers 44 extend from splitter 42. Alternatively, individual
fibers 44 could be combined into a single ribbon fiber
extending from splitter 42 and the individual fibers 44
broken out from the ribbon cable at a point removed from
splitter 42. (Such an arrangement is shown in FIG. 12,
below.)
[0017] FIG. 7 shows a further alternative example
which is not claimed of an optical fiber cable 48 including
first jacket segment 32 with connector 26 at one end.
Segment 32 and fiber 14 within segment 32 are con-
strained at connector 26. Within a fiber loop box 50 a
splitter 42 is mounted so that fibers 44 extend from box
50. Fiber 14 is constrained within box 50 at splitter 42.
First jacket segment is constrained at box 50 opposite
from connector 26. Cable 48 does not include a second
jacket segment 34 within which fiber 33 extends. A loop
38 of optical fiber within box 50 between jacket segment
32 and splitter 42 permits any excess cable length 15
due to contraction of jacket segment 32 to be absorbed
without creating microbends which might create undesir-
able signal loss. As above; fibers 44 could be combined
into a single ribbon cable and broken out into individual
fibers at a point removed from box 50.
[0018] FIG. 8 illustrates a still further alternative exam-
ple not part of the claims of an optical fiber cable 52 in-
cluding a wider portion 56 of a cable jacket 54. Within
portion 56 is defined an enlarged segment 58 of opening
16 through which fiber 14 extends. As described above,
ends 18 and 20 of jacket 54 and ends 22 and 24 of fiber
14 are constrained with respect to each other, respec-
tively. As jacket 54 contracts linearly when exposed to
low ambient temperatures, excess fiber length 15 is col-
lected within a curve 60 within enlarged segment 58. Seg-
ment 58 is sized to allow accumulation of the anticipated
amount of excess fiber length 15 based on the overall
length of cable 52 and the percentage of shrinkage cal-
culated at the lowest ambient temperature for which ca-
ble 53 is likely to be subjected. This accumulation of ex-

cess fiber length 15 with curve 60 will avoid the problem
of forcing microbending within opening 16 as shown
above in FIG. 3. Alternatively, wide portion 56 and seg-
ment 58 could be created in one or more standard sizes
and the appropriate size incorporated into cable 52 de-
pending of the length of cable 52 and a standardized
lowest expected ambient temperature.
[0019] Referring now to FIGS. 9 to 11, a telecommu-
nications module 100 is shown with an input optical fiber
cable 102 and a plurality of output optical fiber holders
104 mounted to a front 106. Module 100 includes a hous-
ing with a top 108, a pair of opposing sides 110, a bottom
112 (shown in FIG. 12, below), and a back 114. The hous-
ing defines an interior 116 (also shown in FIG. 12, below).
As shown, module 100 is an optical fiber splitter module,
capable of separating an incoming optical fiber signal
from cable 102 into up to thirty-two output optical fiber
signals, each signal transmitted through an output optical
fiber cable 118 terminated at an optical fiber connector
119. One cable 118 is shown in FIG. 10. Each of the
optical fiber holders 104 is adapted to hold up to eight
output cables 118.
[0020] On each of the sides 110 is a mounting rail 120,
adapted for mounting module 100 to a telecommunica-
tions equipment rack or similar structure. Adjacent sides
110, face 106 includes a pair of flanges 122 with one or
more fastener openings 124. Flanges 122 and openings
124 aid with the mounting and secure fastening of module
100 to such a rack or structure. Each of the holders 104
includes eight openings 126, each opening 126 adapted
to receive one of the output fibers 118. On front 106 is a
space 128 for receiving indicia identifying module 100 or
the cables extending to or from module 100. On top 108
is a space for receiving a label 130. As shown, front 106
is angled with respect to back 114 to aid access to front
106 or cables 102 and 118 and to improve the cable
management of these cables extending to and from mod-
ule 100.
[0021] FIG. 12 shows module 100 with top 108 re-
moved to show routing of optical fibers within interior 116.
Flanges 134 are included along sides 110 for receiving
fasteners holding top 108 to module 100. Mounted within
interior 116 along one of the sides 110 is splitter 42. An
optical fiber 136 from cable 102 extends into interior 116
through front 106. Fiber 136 is formed into a loop 138
within interior 116 before being directed to a first end of
splitter 42. An outer jacket of cable 102 is terminated at
and constrained to a boot 140 attached to front 106. Fiber
136 extends through loop 138 to splitter 42 about interior
116 to ensure that minimum bend radius requirements
to avoid excessive signal loss are maintained. One or
more cable clips 142 are mounted to bottom 112 to aid
in the layout of cable 136 within interior 116.
[0022] Any contraction of the jacket of cable 102 might
result in the formation of excess length 15 of fiber 136.
Loop 138 provides a place to accumulate any such ex-
cess length 15 and avoid the creation of undesirably tight
bends of fiber 136 within module 100 or cable 102.
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[0023] A plurality of ribbon cables 144 extend from
splitter 42 opposite fiber 136. Splitter 42 separates the
optical signals carried by fiber 136 into up to thirty-two
individual optical signals. Each ribbon cable 144 may in-
clude up to eight fibers 146, each fiber carrying one of
those optical signals. Ribbon cables 144 extend from
splitter 42 to mounting holders 104 in front 106. Ribbon
cables 144 form a loop 148 within interior 116 between
splitter 42 and holders 104. Cable clips 142 are provided
to aid in the routing and organization of loop 148 of cables
144 and cables 146 within interior 116. Loop 148 is shown
in ribbon cables 144 with fibers 146 being broken out
from ribbon cables 144 shortly before fibers 146 enter
openings 126 of holders 104. Alternatively, individual fib-
ers 146 could extend from splitter 42 about loop 148 with
no ribbon cables included within interior 116.
[0024] Fibers 146 are freely slidable within jackets of
cables 118 and both the jacket and fibers 146 are termi-
nated and constrained at connector 119. Cables 118 are
also constrained at holders 104, as will be described fur-
ther below. Fibers 146 extend through holder 104 to rib-
bon cables 144 and ribbon cables 144 are constrained
at splitter 42. In one alternative where fibers 146 extend
from holders 104 to splitter 42, fibers 146 are constrained
at splitter 42. Any excess length 15 of fiber 146 within
cable 118 created due to contraction of the jacket of cable
118 is accumulated within interior 116 by loop 148.
[0025] FIG. 13 shows a generalized top view of the
elements within interior 116. Only one of the ribbon ca-
bles 144 is shown completely and it should be understood
that the other ribbon cables 144 are similarly constructed.
At an end 145 of ribbon cable 144 individual fibers 146
are broken out. Only three fibers 146 are shown for clarity.
Fibers 146 extend through an opening 126 of one of the
holders 104 within a furcation tube assembly 148.
[0026] FIG. 14 shows an inner face 105 of holder 104
with one furcation tube assembly 148 within one of the
openings 126. Furcation tube assembly 148 includes a
hollow inner tube 150 and a hollow outer tube 152. Outer
tube 152 includes an opening within which inner tube 150
in inserted. Other elements may also be included within
the opening of outer tube 152 about inner tube 150.
These elements may include but are not limited to
strength members or similar elements. Inner tube 150
includes an opening through which fiber 146 may be sl-
idably inserted.
[0027] FIGS. 15 and 16 show furcating tube assembly
148 in additional detail, including a mounting collar 154
with a front portion 153 sized to be inserted within one
of the openings 126 of holder 104. Front portion 153 may
be slightly oversized within respect to opening 126 to
promote a friction fit within opening 126. Alternatively, an
adhesive or some mechanical means may be used to
secure mounting collar 154 within opening 126. Mounting
collar 154 includes a central hollow opening through
which inner tube 150 extends. A rear portion 155 of
mounting collar 154 is sized to extend within the opening
of outer tube 152 about inner tuber 150. A strength mem-

ber 158 is shown in FIG. 16 extending from between inner
tube 150 and outer tube 152. Strength member 158 as
shown is an aramid fiber such as Kevlar but other suitable
materials may also be used. When rear portion 155 is
positioned between inner tube 150 and outer tube 152,
strength member 158 is overlapped onto rear portion
155. A crimp sleeve 156 is fit about outer tube 152 above
rear portion 155 of mounting collar 154 and crimped to
hold these elements together. An adhesive may also be
applied at location 160 where inner tube 150 extends
through mounting collar 154 to ensure that inner tube
150 remains fixed within assembly 148.
[0028] FIGS. 17 and 18 show additional details of input
fiber 102 and boot 140 and their assembly to module
100. An opening 162 in front 105 receives an insert 164
and a threaded portion 163 of a cable mount 166 from
outside module 100. Within interior 116 a washer 168
and a nut 170 are placed over threaded portion 163 of
mount 166 and secure mount 166 to front 106. In FIG.
17, an outer jacket assembly 177 for input cable 102 in-
cludes a hollow inner tube 174 with an opening to receive
optical fiber 136. A hollow outer tube 176 is positioned
about inner tube 174 and a strength member 178 is po-
sitioned between the inner and outer tubes.
[0029] Inner tube 174 is inserted through cable mount
166 so that strength member 178 is positioned about as
crimp portion of cable mount 166. A crimp sleeve 172 is
positioned outer tube 176 and strength member 178 and
crimped about crimp portion 165 to hold these elements
together. Boot 140 is positioned about crimp sleeve 172
to provide strain relief and protection to cable 102 and
its connection to module 100.
[0030] The above specification, examples and data
provide a complete description of the manufacture and
use of the invention. Since many embodiments of the
invention can be made without departing from the scope
of the invention, the invention resides in the claims here-
inafter appended.

Claims

1. An optical fiber cable assembly comprising:

a module (100);
an optical fiber (146) slidably enclosed within an
outer hollow tubing (152), both the fiber (146)
and the tubing (152) having corresponding first
and second ends;
the second ends of the fiber (146) and the outer
tubing (152) terminated together and con-
strained with respect to each other;
the first end of the fiber (146) constrained be-
yond where the first end of the outer tubing (152)
is constrained;
wherein the cable (118) is assembled at a first
temperature and at a second lower temperature
the outer tubing (152) shrinks in length relative
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to the fiber (146) and any excess fiber length
accumulates beyond the first end of the outer
tube (152);
wherein the first end of the outer tubing (152) is
constrained at an optical fiber holder (104) of
the module (100) and the first end of the fiber
(146) is constrained within an interior of the mod-
ule (100) at one end of an optical component,
characterized in that
the optical fiber (146) is slidably enclosed within
an inner hollow tube (150) which is within the
outer hollow tube (152) and wherein further a
strength member (158) is located between the
inner (150) and outer (152) hollow tubes;
the assembly also comprising:
a mounting collar (154) comprising a central hol-
low opening through which the inner hollow tube
(150) and optical fiber pass, wherein a rear por-
tion (155) of the mounting collar (154) fits within
the outer hollow tube (152) and the strength
member (158) is held between the outer hollow
tube (152) and the rear portion (155) of the
mounting collar (154) which is inserted within
the outer hollow tube (152), wherein a front por-
tion of the mounting collar (154) is sized to mount
and be held within an opening (126) in the optical
fiber holder (104) of the module (100); and
a crimp (156) which is crimp fit around the outer
hollow tube (152) which crimps together the out-
er tube (152), the strength member (158) and
the rear portion (155) of the mounting collar
(154).

2. The optical fiber cable assembly of claim 1, wherein
the second ends of the fiber and the tubing are con-
strained at an optical fiber connector.

3. The optical fiber cable assembly of claim 1, wherein
the module further includes an input optical fiber ca-
ble, the input optical fiber with an optical fiber slidably
received within a hollow tubing, the fiber and the tub-
ing having corresponding first and second ends, the
first ends of the tubing and the fiber constrained with
respect to each other, the second end of the input
cable tubing constrained at a front of the module and
the second end of the input cable fiber constrained
within the interior of the module at a second end of
the optical component, the fiber of the input cable
forming a loop within the interior which accumulates
any excess length of fiber formed by a contraction
of the tubing of the input cable.

4. The optical fiber cable assembly of claim 3, wherein
the contraction of the tubing of the input cable is due
to a decrease in temperature.

Patentansprüche

1. Lichtwellenleiterkabelbaugruppe, Folgendes auf-
weisend:

ein Modul (100);
einen Lichtwellenleiter (146), der gleitbar in ei-
ner äußeren hohlen Rohrleitung (152) einge-
schlossen ist, wobei sowohl der Leiter (146) als
auch die Rohrleitung (152) entsprechende erste
und zweite Enden haben;
wobei die zweiten Enden des Leiters (146) und
der äußeren Rohrleitung (152) aneinander an-
geschlossen und im Hinblick aufeinander fest-
gehalten sind;
wobei das erste Ende des Leiters (146) weiter
weg von der Stelle festgehalten ist, an der das
erste Ende der äußeren Rohrleitung (152) fest-
gehalten ist;
wobei das Kabel (118) bei einer ersten Tempe-
ratur montiert wird und bei einer zweiten niedri-
geren Temperatur die äußere Rohrleitung (152)
in Bezug auf den Leiter (146) in der Länge
schrumpft und sich überschüssige Leiterlänge
weiter weg vom ersten Ende der äußeren Rohr-
leitung (152) sammelt;
wobei das erste Ende der äußeren Rohrleitung
(152) an einem Lichtwellenleiterhalter (104) des
Moduls (100) festgehalten ist, und das erste En-
de des Leiters (146) in einem Innenraum des
Moduls (100) an einem Ende eines optischen
Bauteils festgehalten ist,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der Lichtwellenleiter (146) gleitbar in einer inne-
ren hohlen Rohrleitung (150) eingeschlossen
ist, die sich in der äußeren Rohrleitung (152)
befindet, und wobei darüber hinaus ein Festig-
keitsteil (158) zwischen der inneren (150) und
äußeren (152) hohlen Rohrleitung angeordnet
ist;

wobei die Baugruppe ferner umfasst:

einen Montagebund (154) mit einer mittleren
hohlen Öffnung, durch die die innere hohle
Rohrleitung (150) und der Lichtwellenleiter hin-
durchgehen, wobei ein hinterer Abschnitt (155)
des Montagebunds (154) sich in die äußere hoh-
le Rohrleitung (152) einpasst und das Festig-
keitsteil (158) zwischen der äußeren hohlen
Rohrleitung (152) und dem hinteren Abschnitt
(155) des Montagebunds (154) gehalten ist, der
in die äußere hohle Rohrleitung (152) eingeführt
ist, wobei ein vorderer Abschnitt des Montage-
bunds (154) dazu bemessen ist, in einer Öffnung
(126) im Lichtwellenleiterhalter (104) des Mo-
duls (100) angebracht und gehalten zu sein; und
eine Crimp-Befestigung (156), die um die äuße-
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re hohle Rohrleitung (152) aufgequetscht ist und
die äußere Rohrleitung (152), das Festigkeitsteil
(158) und den hinteren Abschnitt (155) des Mon-
tagebunds (154) durch Crimpen miteinander
verbindet.

2. Lichtwellenleiterkabelbaugruppe nach Anspruch 1,
wobei die zweiten Enden des Leiters und der Rohr-
leitung an einem Lichtwellenleiterverbinder festge-
halten sind.

3. Lichtwellenleiterkabelbaugruppe nach Anspruch 1,
wobei das Modul darüber hinaus ein Eingangslicht-
wellenleiterkabel umfasst, wobei der Eingangslicht-
wellenleiter mit einem Lichtwellenleiter gleitbar in ei-
ner hohlen Rohrleitung aufgenommen ist, wobei der
Leiter und die Rohrleitung entsprechende erste und
zweite Enden haben, wobei die ersten Enden der
Rohrleitung und des Leiters im Hinblick aufeinander
festgehalten sind, wobei das zweite Ende der Ein-
gangskabelrohrleitung an einer Front des Moduls
festgehalten ist und das zweite Ende des Eingangs-
lichtwellenleiters im Innenraum des Moduls an ei-
nem zweiten Ende des optischen Bauteils festgehal-
ten ist, wobei der Leiter des Eingangskabels in dem
Innenraum eine Schleife bildet, die überschüssige
Länge des Leiters aufnimmt, die durch ein Schrump-
fen der Rohrleitung des Eingangskabels entsteht.

4. Lichtwellenleiterkabelbaugruppe nach Anspruch 3,
wobei das Schrumpfen der Rohrleitung des Ein-
gangskabels auf eine Temperatursenkung zurück-
zuführen ist.

Revendications

1. Ensemble formant câble à fibre optique,
comprenant :

un module (100) ;
une fibre optique (146) enfermée en coulisse-
ment dans un tube extérieur creux (152), la fibre
(146) et le tube (152) ayant tous deux des pre-
mières et des secondes extrémités qui se
correspondent ;
les secondes extrémités de la fibre (146) et du
tube extérieur (152) se terminent ensemble et
sont contraintes l’une par rapport à l’autre ;
la première extrémité de la fibre (146) est con-
trainte au-delà de l’endroit où la première extré-
mité du tube extérieur (152) est contrainte ;
dans lequel le câble (118) est assemblé à une
première température et à une seconde tempé-
rature inférieure le tube extérieur (152) se ré-
tracte en longueur par rapport à la fibre (146) et
toute longueur excessive de fibre s’accumule
au-delà de la première extrémité du tube exté-

rieur (152) ;
dans lequel la première extrémité du tube exté-
rieur (152) est contrainte au niveau d’un porte-
fibre optique (104) du module (100) et la pre-
mière extrémité de la fibre (146) est contrainte
à l’intérieur du module (100) à une extrémité
d’un composant optique,
caractérisé en ce que
la fibre optique (146) est enfermée en coulisse-
ment dans un tube intérieur creux (150) qui se
trouve à l’intérieur du tube extérieur creux (152),
et
dans lequel un élément de solidité (158) est pla-
cé entre le tube intérieur creux (150) et le tube
extérieur creux (152) ;

l’ensemble comprenant également :

un collier de montage (154) comprenant une
ouverture centrale creuse à travers laquelle pas-
se le tube intérieur creux (150) et la fibre optique,
dans lequel une portion arrière (155) du collier
de montage (154) se loge dans le tube extérieur
creux (152) et l’élément de solidité (158) est tenu
entre le tube extérieur creux (152) et la portion
arrière (155) du collier de
montage (154) qui est inséré dans le tube exté-
rieur creux (152), telle qu’une portion avant du
collier de montage (154) a une taille propre à
être montée et tenue dans une ouverture (126)
dans le porte-fibre optique (104) du module
(100) ; et
un élément serti (156), qui est serti de manière
ajustée autour du tube extérieur creux (152) et
qui sertit ensemble le tube extérieur (152), l’élé-
ment de solidité (158) et la portion arrière (155)
du collier de montage (154).

2. Ensemble formant câble à fibre optique selon la re-
vendication 1, dans lequel les secondes extrémités
de la fibre et du tube sont contraintes au niveau d’un
connecteur de fibre optique.

3. Ensemble formant câble à fibre optique selon la re-
vendication 1, dans lequel le module inclut en outre
un câble à fibres optiques d’entrée, la fibre optique
d’entrée avec une fibre optique étant reçue en cou-
lissement dans un tube creux, la fibre et le tube ayant
des premières et des secondes extrémités corres-
pondantes, les premières extrémités du tube et de
la fibre étant contraintes l’une par rapport à l’autre,
la seconde extrémité du tube de câble d’entrée étant
contrainte à l’avant du module et la seconde extré-
mité de la fibre du câble d’entrée étant contrainte à
l’intérieur du module à une seconde extrémité du
composant optique, la fibre du câble d’entrée for-
mant une boucle à l’intérieur, qui accumule tout ex-
cès de longueur de fibre formé par une contraction
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du tube du câble d’entrée.

4. Ensemble formant câble à fibre optique selon la re-
vendication 3, dans lequel la contraction du tube du
câble d’entrée est due à une diminution de tempé-
rature.
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